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GOAL: expand and extend the light-harvesting potential of cyanobacterial cultures by 
controlling the synthesis of unconventional Chls (Chld and Chlf), improving thereby 

their growth rate and fitness under PBR relevant conditions. 



Acaryochloris marina (~90-95% Chld, constitutively)

Miyashita et al. 1996 NATURE Vol 383

R2 => formyl group
(in Chla and Chlb
R2 is a vinyl group

CH=CH2)

Manning & Strain 1943 JBC Vol 151/1: 1-19



(taken from Loughlin et al. 2014 SCIENTIFIC REPORTS Vol 4: 6069)

- Chlb and Chld both contain a formyl side-chain

- putative Chld synthase => could belong to the 
CAO superfamily

Swingley et al. 2008 PNAS Vol 105/6: 2005

- Five putative CAO-like proteins are encoded by A. marina

- Most of these fall into orthologous clusters with other hypothetical cyanobacterial proteins
and only one, AM15665, does not have any significant homologs



AM1_5665
A. marina «putative» Chl d synthase gene
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(taken from Loughlin et al. 2014 SCIENTIFIC REPORTS Vol 4: 6069)

Nature comes to the rescue: Chlf

R1 => formyl group
(in Chla and Chlb

R2 is a methyl group CH3)





Chlf (and Chld) is produced as a MINOR pigment in several cyanobacteria strains

The synthesis of Chlf/d is part of a COMPLEX ACCLIMATION PROCESS: 
FaRLiP (far-red light photoacclimation)

Leptolyngbya sp. strain JSC-1



RfpA: red/far-red photoreceptor (histidine kinase domain)
RfpC: response regulator (transfers a phosphate from RfpA to RfpB)
RfpB: response regulator (DNA-binding domain) activates transcription



During FaRLiP several subunits of the photosynthetic apparatus are replaced by 
divergent protein variants encoded from a large gene cluster in the genome

> 15 species of cyanobacteria contain the FaRLiP gene cluster 

experimentally confirmed to grow photoautotrophically and to synthesize 
Chlf/d in Far Red light

(DOI: 10.1126/science.1256963)





Trinugroho et al. 2020 NATURE PLANTS Vol 6: 238

Hp 1:

- psbA4 (renamed ChlF) encodes for Chlf synthase

- homodimers of ChlF constitute “specialised” RC that oxidise Chla to Chlf

Hp 2:

- ChlF can replace D1 in the RC forming “modified” RC (heterodimers of ChlF/D2) 
substitute) capable of synthesising Chlf

- These new class of PSII compexes are termed “super-rogue”

still… the complexity of Chld and Chlf synthesis remains unknown



Thanks!


